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Slow fluctuations in enhanced Raman scattering and surface roughness relaxation
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We propose an explanation for the recently measuredslow fluctuationsand ‘‘blinking’’ in the surface-
enhanced Raman scattering spectrum of single molecules adsorbed on a silver colloidal particle. We suggest
that these fluctuations may be related to the dynamic relaxation of the surface roughness on the nanometer
scale and show that there are two classes of roughness with qualitatively different dynamics. The predictions
agree with the measurements of surface roughness relaxation. Using a theoretical model for the kinetics of
surface roughness relaxation in the presence of charges and optical electrical fields, we predict that the
high-frequency electromagnetic field increases both the effective surface tension and the surface diffusion
constant and thus accelerates the surface smoothing kinetics and time scale of the Raman fluctuations in a
manner that is linear with the laser power intensity, while the addition of salt retards the surface relaxation
kinetics and increases the time scale of the fluctuations. These predictions are in qualitative agreement with the
Raman experiments.
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In a recent experiment by Weiss and Haran@1#, large
spectral fluctuations in the relative intensities of different R
man lines that varied on a time scale of a few tens of seco
were measured in the surface-enhanced Raman scatt
~SERS! of single rhodamine 6G molecules adsorbed on
ver nanocrystals. The rate of spectral fluctuations was d
onstrated toincreasewith laser intensity anddecreasewith
addition of salt in the solution of silver colloidal particles.
addition, a decay of the overall intensity of the scattering w
observed on a scale of the order of hundreds of seconds
decay was also correlated with the laser intensity@1#. Finally,
fluctuations of the overall intensity on a time scale com
rable with that of the fluctuations of the individual spect
lines were measured in Ref.@1#. These fluctuations, some
times termed as ‘‘blinking,’’ are frequently observed
single-molecule SERS studies@2–5#. The long-time scale
observed in the modulations of the spectrum of molecu
adsorbed on silver colloidal particles was suggested@1# to
arise from the~slow! motion of the adsorbed molecule
which leads to a variation of charge-transfer interaction
tween the molecule and the surface.

In this paper, we propose an alternative interpretation
both the slow SERS spectrum fluctuations and the decay
the fluctuations of the overall intensity~blinking! of the
SERS spectrum measured in Ref.@1#, and show that the time
scales for these phenomena are consistent with the relax
of the surface roughness on the nanometer scale@6#. It is well
known that a significant part of the enhancement of
SERS signal is due to the surface roughness@7,8#. Using
theoretical models for the kinetics of surface roughness
laxation in the presence of charges and optical electr
fields, we predict the dependence of the time scale of
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fluctuations on the laser power intensity and on the amo
of added salt in agreement with the observations.

Conventionally, the SERS enhancement mechanism
separated into the electromagnetic~EM! field enhancemen
and the chemical enhancement@3#. The relaxation of surface
roughness can affect both the EM and the chemical mec
nism of the SERS enhancement, depending on the chara
istic length scale and the amplitude of the relaxation mod
The surface relaxation dynamics itself, however, is gover
by the EM mechanism in our model, as we elaborate bel
These constitute the starting point of our analysis.

Our dynamical model applies both to equilibrium fluctu
tions and to the decay to equilibrium~a smooth surface! of
nonequilibrium, surface roughness that can have large am
tudes, depending on the initial preparation of the nanop
ticles. The amplitude of equilibrium fluctuations is typical
small for perfectly smooth surfaces@9#. However, rough sur-
faces~where the roughness due to sample preparation de
slowly! show larger thermal fluctuations@10#. Thus, the
roughness fluctuations may have a strong effect on the S
enhancement mechanism and may lead to the observed
tuations in the relative intensities of the different Ram
lines.

We first estimate the time scale for the relaxation of t
surface roughness. We use a model for the surface relaxa
developed by Mullins@11# based on an isotropic expressio
for the surface energy. This theory is applicable either ab
the roughening transition temperature or for vicinal surfa
~that are not perfectly smooth on the atomic scale! even be-
low the roughening temperature. The dynamics of ideal, h
symmetry surfaces involves the creation of steps and fa
@12# and is outside the scope of our work. Assume that s
face diffusion ~with diffusion constantDs for single atom
motion on the surface! is the only relevant process that lea
one to the following kinetic equation:

]h

]t
52G¹4h, ~1!

-
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whereh(rW ,t) is the local height,g0 is the surface tension
rW 5(x,y) is the in-plane position vector,¹W 5(]x ,]y), and
G5Dsa

4g0 / kBT with a being an atomic length scale~e.g.,
the nearest-neighbor distance, for silvera.2.8 Å). To esti-
mate the characteristic time of the SERS spectral fluc
tions, we analyze the height-height dynamic correlat
function Chh(rW ,t)[^h(rW ,t)h(0,0)&.

Chh(rW ,t) can be straightforwardly obtained from Eq.~1!
~see, e.g., Refs.@9,13#! assuming that the surface atoms a
in contact with a thermal bath:

Chh~rW ,t !5
kBT

2pg0
E

q0

`e2Gq4t

q
J0~qr!dq,

whereJ0(x) is the Bessel function andq052p/L, with L
being the system size. To estimate the characteristic re
ation time t numerically, one can adopt the criterio
Chh(rW 0 ,t)/Chh(rW 0,0)51/exp(1), wherer0 is of the order of a
size of the adsorbed molecule.

An accurate estimate of the relaxation timet requires a
knowledge of the surface diffusion constantDs of silver es-
timated in the rangeDs.1.8310215 cm2/sec @14# to Ds
;10214 cm2/sec@15#. UsingL.50 nm of the order of a size
of silver colloids in the experiment@1#, surface tension of Ag
@16#, g0.1500 erg/cm2, andr0.6 Å, we find that the cor-
relation time of the equilibrium fluctuations ist.18 sec.
This shows that the time scale for theequilibrium relaxation
of surface roughness on a nanometer scale at room tem
ture is comparable to the correlation times of the slow fl
tuations of the SERS spectrum measured in Ref.@1#. An
analytic estimate for the correlation time can be obtain
from the asymptotic long-time form

Chh~rW 0 ,t !.Chh~0,t !;
kBT

g0

exp~2t/t!

t/t
,

wheret51/Gq0
4. We emphasize that the relaxation timet is

sensitive to the numerical values used for the lattice cons
as well as to the wavelength associated with the size o
colloid.

In addition to the small amplitude, equilibrium fluctua
tions of the surface, much larger amplitude surface rou
ness may arise due to the sample preparation. These fea
tend to decay in time, leading to a smooth surface at
atomic level, and this relaxation to equilibrium of a relative
smooth surface~and hence less enhancement of the Ram
scattering! leads to the overall decay of the SERS spectr
intensity. The loss of the Raman signal is a well known p
nomenon that also occurs in electrochemical@17,18# and ul-
trahigh vacuum@19,20# SERS systems. This effect was a
tributed to a diffusive loss of surface adatoms in a numbe
investigations~see, e.g., Introduction in Refs.@17,18#!; how-
ever, none of these, to the best of our knowledge, explain
slow time scale in terms of cooperative surface tension
fects nor do they discuss the dependence of the decay o
laser optical field and on added salt.

Another type of experiment for which our kinetic mod
is relevant, directly measures the dynamics of artificially c
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ated, nanoscale surface roughness features@15#. Since the
surface profiles in the experimental systems are, in gene
far from being simple sinusoids, we predict the relaxati
time for two important classes of surface features.

To estimate the relaxation time for the two classes of s
face features, we consider two specific surface roughn
profiles at an initial timet50: ~i! a non-mass-conservin
profile, modeled as a Gaussian protrusion whereh.0,

h(rW ,t50)5h0 e2ar2
and ~ii ! a mass-conserving profile

modeled as a region where a protrusion withh.0 is adja-
cent to an indentation whereh,0. The average value ofh
over the entire surface is zero and for convenience, we c
sider h(rW ,t50)5h0 e2ar2

(12ar2), where a21/2 is the
characteristic lateral scale of the feature andh0 is the ampli-
tude. The experiments of Ref.@15# correspond to the mass
conserving case~ii ! ~possibly because of the manner
which the surface was scratched!, while we expect the gen
eral surface roughness of colloidal particles, applicable to
Raman experiments, to be more similar to the non-ma
conserving case~i!. It is straightforward to compute the tim
evolution of these two types of profiles by solving Eq.~1!
with the corresponding initial conditions of cases~i! and~ii !.
The time dependence of the decay of the maximum he
~located at the origin,r50) of these Gaussian-like peak
can be obtained analytically. For case~i!, we find
h(0,t)5h0 (ptg /t)1/2b(tg /t). For case ~ii !, we find
h(0,t)5h0@2 tg /t22Ap(tg /t)3/2b(tg /t)#, where b(x)

5exp(x)erfc(Ax), tg5kBT/(64gDsa
2a4) is the characteris-

tic decay time, and erfc(x) is the complementary erro
function.

The most important observation is that these two types
profiles have qualitatively different smoothing kinetics—t
mass-conserving profile~ii ! decays muchfastersince in this
case the transport of matter need only occur near the bo
ary between the protrusion and the indentation; that is, ato
are locally transferred from the region whereh.0 to the
region whereh,0. For case~i! of the non-mass-conservin
profile, the matter must be transported to a much larger sc
This is reflected in the expressions for the asymptotic, lo
time (tg!t) evolution of the height. For case~i!, the decay
of the maximum of the profile~located at the origin!,
h(0,t).h0p1/2(tg /t)1/2. For case ~ii !, h(0,t).2 h0tg /t
tends to zero much faster.

We now use this model for surface smoothing in case~ii !
to estimate the decay time for the~approximately! mass-
conserving surface features studied in Ref.@15#. Using their
estimate for the diffusion constant at zero external poten
Ds.10214 cm2/sec and a value fora21/2.8 nm that corre-
sponds to the extent of the scratch, we obtain that a m
conserving Gaussian profile with initial amplitudeh0
.2 nm decays to an atomic scale estimated ash(t)
.0.3 nm, in timet.200 sec. This theoretical estimate
consistent with the experimentally measured times in
scratch experiments of Hirai@15#. An estimate of the decay
time for case~i! ~i.e., the non-mass-conserving profile! yields
for the same parameters, a decay time that is about 15 ti
slower, t.3100 sec. In the case of colloidal particles, w
expect that typical nonequilibrium features~preparation de-
2-2
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pendent roughness! may be non-mass-conserving protrusio
or indentations and that the kinetics of case~i! would apply.
We estimate, for instance, that a more localized, Gaus
protrusion of amplitude 1 nm and extenta21/2.6 nm would
decay to an atomic size of 0.3 nm in time 200 sec, consis
with the times measured in the Raman experiments@1#.

The Raman experiments show a systematic dependen
the modulation and relaxation time scales on the salt and
electric field as mentioned at the beginning. Since the c
acteristic time scales vary inversely with the product of
surface tension and the diffusion constant@see Eq.~1!#, we
consider~i! the effect of salt on the surface tension,~ii ! the
effect of the laser field on the time scale via its effect on
surface tension, and~iii ! the effect of the laser field on th
surface diffusion constant. To treat the effects of surfa
charges@21# and the laser electric field on the silver surfa
tension and hence on the surface relaxation, we model
charged colloidal interface as an elastic, almost planar
face, with a fixed and uniform surface density of charges

and heighth(rW ). The surface tension, given by calculatin
the free-energy cost~including the electrostatic effects due
the charges and the salt! of deviations of the surface from th
planar geometry@22# is ge52ps2/ek5eEs

2/8pk, wheree
.80 is the dielectric constant of water;k21 is the Debye
screening length, k258p,BZ 2n, where ,B5e2/ekBT
.7 Å is the valence of salt ions andn is the salt concentra
tion; Es54ps/e is the electric field at the colloid surface
This result can also be obtained from a scaling argument:
tension is the product of the energy density and the volu
divided by the cross-sectional area; this is proportiona
energy densityeE2 multiplied by a characterisitic length
which here is the Debye lengthk21.

This result shows that with the addition of salt, the effe
tive surface tension decreases,ge;n21/2. This leads to an
increase of the relaxation timet as observed. Taking th
experimental values of the parameters used above, we
that in order to obtain an effect of the order of unity~i.e., an
effective electrostatic surface tensionge equal to the bare
surface tension of silver,ge5g0.1500 erg/cm2) the surface
of a silver colloidal particle must have a surface charge d
sity s.10e/nm2 in 100-mM salt solution. This is a rathe
high surface charge density, but is still within a realis
range for the experiments.

To quantify the contribution of the laser field to the su
face energy and the diffusion constant of a silver nanocry
requires an accurate value for the enhanced surface ele
field; this requires an accurate model of the microsco
mechanism of the enhancement, which is not yet comple
understood@7#. However, we can predict the functional d
pendence of both the surface tension as well as the sur
diffusion constant on the field at the surface. The surf
energy densityu of a semi-infinite metal sample with a pla
nar surface boundary in the presence of a high-freque
optical electromagnetic field is@23#

u~z!5
1

8p F]„v«~v!…

]v
uEW ~z!u21

]„vm~v!…

]v
uHW ~z!u2G ,

~2!
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whereEW (z)5EW 0 ei k z is the spatially dependent part of th
electric field vector with amplitudeEW 0 and the planez50
corresponds to the metal interface plane; the same definit
apply to the magnetic fieldHW . For the frequency-dependen
dielectric function «(v), we use the simplest dispersio
model of the free, classical electron gas@23#: «(v)51
2(vp /v)2, where vp.9.2 eV.1.431016 sec21 is the
plasma frequency of silver andv.3.531015 sec21 for the
530-nm-wavelength laser beam. For the optical frequen
relevant to the experiments@1#, m(v)51. Using the disper-
sion relation @23#, k25@«(v)/c2# v2, we obtain k[ ix
5 iAvp

22v2/c, and therefore, both the electric and magne
fields decay exponentially within the silver colloidal partic
with a typical decay length@24# x21 of 22 nm. In this fre-
quency region, therefore, the metal is reflecting with a s
depthx21. Using the relationship betweenHW andEW @23#, we
obtain the time-averaged energy per unit surface area~i.e.,
effective surface tension!, gem5*0

`u(z) dz, in the presence
of an electromagnetic fieldgem5E0

2/8p x. Again, this can be
predicted by a scaling argument: the tension is the produc
the energy density~proportional to the laser intensity! and
the characteristic length, here the skin depth, in qualita
agreement with the experiment.

However, an estimate of the magnitude of this effect us
the bare values E0.0.6 erg1/2/cm3/2.180 V/cm ~corre-
sponding to a laser power density of 100 W/cm2) and x21

.22 nm is gem.331028 erg/cm2. This quantity gem is
thus about 1011 times smaller than the bare coefficient
surface tension of silver,g0. It is known that the electric field
at the surface in the case of SERS is greatly enhanced by
surface plasmon resonances in the system@7,25#. Recent ex-
periments@2,3# report that the SERS enhancement fac
@theoretically predicted to be proportional to (E/E0)4], where
E is the intensity of scattered, enhanced optical field~see also
Refs. @27,28#!, reaches a value of 1014–1015. This enhance-
ment is still not large enough to bridge the gap between
prediction for the optical field-induced effective surface te
sion gem and the bare surface tension of silverg0. We note,
however, that the intensity of the localized field at the surfa
of a metal colloid may exceed the intensity of the radiat
enhanced optical field@7#. Atomic scale, globally distributed
roughness~adatoms, terraces, kinks, and small islands! may
produce an extra enhancement of the electric field at
surface of a colloidal particle, as well, although a quanti
tive understanding of this mechanism is still lacking~see,
e.g., Ref.@26#!. In summary, the scaling of the tension an
hence the time scale for surface relaxation with the elec
field is qualitatively correct; however, the magnitude d
pends on the actual value of the surface field.

Although the effect of the field on the surface tension m
turn out to be too small to matter, the change in the lo
diffusion constant of silver adatoms with field may be mo
significant; the diffusion constant enters the kinetic equati
discussed above. Indeed, in the case of astatic electric field
applied to a roughened metal interface, Hiraiet al. @15# show
from their experiment that the surface diffusion coefficie
Ds dependsexponentiallyon the applied potential difference
This is in accord with theoretical calculations@29# of surface
2-3
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diffusion in the presence of external fields, in the limit whe
the electrostatic energy is much larger than the thermal
ergy. This is the case in the static experiments where
potential drop occurs on a length scale of;1 nm of the
order of the Debye length; this gives rise to a very lar
electric field. However, this limit is not applicable to th
Raman experiments. The electrolyte cannot respond to
high-frequency optical field and provides no screening of
laser field. The potential drops over a length scale given
the optical wavelength, and not the Debye length. The res
ing field is thus several orders of magnitude smaller than
the static case. Indeed, the Raman experiments show o
linear dependence of the rate of the SERS spectral fluc
tions on the laser intensity and no exponential behavior.

Calculations@29# of surface diffusion in the presence o
external fields in the limit where the field energy is smal
than the thermal energy show that the surface diffusion
efficient dependslinearly on the laser intensity@30#: Ds
.Ds(E050)(11W2), where W[eE0a/(4kBT)!1. This
trend agrees with the experimental observation that the t
scale varies with the laser intensity. However, as in the c
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of the surface tension, this requires a significant enhan
ment of the local surface field to yield a measureable effe
We note that even if the field contribution to the tension
small, the effect on the diffusion constant may be sign
cantly larger since the field dependence of the tension
pends on the ratio of the intensity to the bare silver surf
tension, while the correction to the diffusion constant var
with the ratio of the intensity to the thermal energy, which
about two orders of magnitude smaller than the energy a
ciated with the surface tension of silver.

The best way to verify our predictions would be to pe
form SERS measurements on surfaces within situ control of
surface roughness by, e.g., the methods described in
@15#. Monitoring the SERS spectrum as a function of t
surface roughness, the salt concentration, and the laser in
sity should provide an ultimate test of our idea.
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